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Abstract: The subject of this book is natural family planning methods--methods that are highly effective yet do not require any drugs, devices, or surgery. The reason natural birth control is so effective is that it is dependent upon natural fertility indicators. In order to utilize natural family planning methods effectively, one must simply learn to read those indicators. An important requirement for effective use is cooperation between the man and the woman. The chapters of this book provide information on the following: the "shock" of some kind that every contraceptive involves either to the woman, or the man, or to both--the interruption of natural processes that includes a measure of physiological and/or psychological disturbance; how male and female bodies cooperate to conceive a child; how the body tells one that she is ready to conceive a child (post-ovulatory infertility, menstrual/post-menstrual infertility, the fertile ovulatory phase, movement of the cervix, other fertility indicators, and fertility awareness); what the experts say regarding contraception and natural family planning; coping with abstinence; why abstinence makes a difference in terms of the interpersonal relationship; how artificial and natural family planning methods compare; keeping charts (getting started, the 21-day rule and its effectiveness, and charting the 2nd and 3rd cycles) dealing with special situations (stopping oral contraceptive use, miscarriage, post-childbirth fertility, breast feeding, and pre-menopause); spacing children naturally by breast feeding; and overcoming infertility problems. The method that offers a couple the highest possible assurance that the post-ovulatory infertile phase has begun is the method which monitors a woman's waking temperatures.
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